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 Stairway Collapses! Piano Falls Into Basement! Telephone Pole Strikes Passing Car! 

Similar headlines attract attention.  Upon reading the article in detail we find it was sabotage-the 

secret work of unknown guests-the Termites.  These notorious insects have done thousands of 

dollars of damage and are still at work today; ceaselessly toiling and ruthlessly destroying.  

 In spite of their destructiveness they prove to supply a fascinating subject for study, 

especially from the social viewpoint.  Many mistakenly call them white ants, but careful 

observation on the part of scientists has proved them to be quite different and to belong to a 

distinct order consisting of approximately 1800 species of which about sixty different kinds are 

found in the United States.  Most of them, however, inhabit the tropics of Africa and South 

America.   

 Without a doubt, some of the following questions have already entered your mind.  How 

can one distinguish between an ant and a termite? Where do they live and what do they eat? Why 

are they, unlike ants, rarely seen? Why are they of interest from the social viewpoint? Do they 

have natural enemies? Of what value are termites? 

 The bodies of all insects are divided into three parts: the head, thorax (chest), and 

abdomen.  In ants the abdomen and thorax are attached by a very thin hair-like spine while in 

termites this connection is much larger for it is about the size of a small matchstick in diameter.  

Termites usually vary in color from a creamy-white to a tan.  To distinguish, then, observe their 

color and notice especially the size of the connecting link between the last two parts of the body.   

 The natural habitat of these creatures is wood in the form of decaying logs or living trees 

or finished lumber as in homes.  Their nests vary in size from that of an orange to mounds thirty 

feet high and several feet in diameter.  Some found on the trunks of trees fifteen feet above the 

ground were six feet long and three feet in diameter. 

 They are equipped with strong powerful jaws which enable them to bite off particles of 

wood.  Very strong is their digestive system which supplies juices making possible the softening 

and decomposition of this wood.  Some termites are unable to digest what they eat without the 

aid of microscopic one-celled animals called protozoa.  These protozoa break down the tiny 

particles of wood swallowed by their host, using it in the meantime, as their own food supply, 

and in addition provide certain sugars for their benefactor as a reward for safe keeping—a 

mutual relationship by which both reap the benefits.  Experiments have shown that when the 

temperature was raised to a certain degree, the protozoa were killed, resulting in the starvation of 

the host-the termite. 

 Don’t misunderstand.  Not all termites are equipped to eat wood, for only one group—the 

workers—are able to carry out the work of destruction, and the king and queen when they first 

leave the nest, temporarily possess this power until workers arrive to provide for them.  

Undoubtedly, most of you recall the old, outmoded and unhygienic custom of mothers who 

chewed certain foods for their infants and then transferred this partially masticated mass to their 

babies.  Workers instinctively carry out a similar plan, for they regurgitate the food which has 

already undergone the process of digestion in their stomachs, and then feed it to the young, the 

soldiers, and to their royal highness—the king and queen. 



 Rarely are termites seen; commonly, the reason given is because they live inside of trees 

and logs.  However, the real explanation lies in the face that their bodies are very sensitive to 

heat and sunlight.  Since they have no protective coat as most insects do they dry out very 

rapidly; therefore, the avoid heat and sunlight.  

 From a social viewpoint they provide a fascinating study.  Like ants, bees, and wasps 

they have division of labor.  The first caste consists of workers whose duties are to construct the 

termitarium (the nest), to obtain food, and to feed the regurgitated food to the other members, to 

carry the eggs laid by the queen to the distant cells where they develop, to care for the growing 

nymphs (the young), and to massage the king and queen. 

 On the other hand, the soldiers have only one responsibility which is to protect the other 

members against the enemy; but when we consider the number and size of their foes we realize 

that this one duty is sufficient.  Their most formidable enemy is the ant-eater; others are spiders, 

lizards, snakes, birds, toads and true ants.  How can the small soldier meet such opposition? 

Some are equipped with snapping jaws: others have a tubular mouth which operates like a squirt 

gun, shooting forth a sticky secretion or a poisonous gas which kills the intruder.  Both the 

worker and the soldier are sightless, wingless, and unable to reproduce.  They usually live to be 

from two to four years old.   

 Kings and queens are much larger than the other members of the termite family, and they 

alone possess wings, each having two pairs which are used only at the time of flight when they 

leave the termitarium to establish a nest of their own.  After selecting a site for their home, they 

shed their wings and commence burrowing into the word.  As soon as they have established 

themselves, the queen assumes her duty of laying eggs, a task which occupies twenty-four hours 

of the day.  They are laid at the rate of six per minute or 8,640 per day or 3,153,600 per year.  

According to reports, queens live from twenty-five to fifty years.  Imagine the progeny! But, 

consider the enemies! Both the king and queen live in a greatly enlarged room called the royal 

chamber where each is attended by a score of workers who do nothing but massage their bodies 

and provide droplets of food.  

 The eggs are oval shaped and are about the size of a pin-head. The workers carry them to 

small cells, where they remain until they are hatched into nymphs, which molt from five to eight 

times before reaching maturity.  After each molt, they devour their own skins, thus keeping their 

homes free from debris. 

 Natives of Central Africa relish eating the larger termites and some own large mounds of 

them and care for these insects as we would care for bees.  They are also valuable to man in 

speeding the decay of trees and mixing the soil. 
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